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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A look back into history indicates that the entire
concept of educating each child to the limits of his ability
is relatively new. The educational process has come a long
way from the Spartans' practice of killing the deviant or
malformed infant but the journey was by slow stages. l
It is consistent with the democratic philosophy of
society that all children be given the opportunity to learn,
whether they are average, bright, dull, retarded, blind l
deaf, crippled, delinquent, emotionally disturbe~or
otherwise l.imited or deviant in their capacities to learn.
Schools have evolved, therefore, exhibiting numerous modifi-
fications of regular school programs to adapt ,instruction
to children who deviate from the average and who cannot
2profit substantially from the regular school program.
The history of special education reveals that often
it is through study of the abnonmal--mentally retarded,
blind, deaf and learning disabled--that new insights have
~ · lSamuel A. Kirk, Educating Exceptional Children




been gained regarding the intriguing problem of h~w any
child, no~al or abnormal, achieves success in learning~
Gradually a new type of handicapped child has emerged. Pre-
sumably this child existed in the past, but only since re-
fined techniques for dete~ining success in learning became
available has it been possible to differentiate him from
those who learn normally, to identify him with confidence
and accuracy. The handicapped child of this new type has
a'learning disability of neurogenic origin. 3
He is the child who has eyes but cannot visually
perceive, he has ears but cannot understand language, he
has average or above average intelligence but he cannot
learn under ordinary school circumstances.
Children with learning problems are not discoveries
of the Jet Age. Such children probably baffled the teacher
in the one-room schoolhouse of grandmother's time as much
as they do teachers in modern nursery schools and ungraded
primary classes. There is increasing interest in the subject
and increasing focus on what can be done to ameliorate the
condi"tions. 4
3noris J. Johnson and Helmer R. Myklebust, bearning
Disabilities Educational Principles and Practices {New York:
Grune and Stratton, 1967), p. 1.
4Sister Joanne Marie Klie~an, Foreward to Interpre-
tation of the 1961 Illinois Test of Ps cholin uistic Abilities
by Barbara Bateman Seattle: Special Child Publications,
1968), p. 9.
3
In 1968, the writer was teaching in a first grade
classroom in Cheyenne, Wyoming. One of the students in
the classroom, Mark, had difficulty in remembering vocabulary
words, simple instructions and often displayed disruptive
behaviors. The distraught parents took him from pediatri-
cian to pediatrician. Finally they were sent to a Child
Clinic in Fort Collins, Colorado. The writer accompanied
the parents and Mark on several occasions in order to observe
the instructions and to secure help from the instructor.
A battery of tests was given Mark and he was diagnosed as
"brain damaged" and having a "learning disability". No one
at th~t time was willing to clarify either term.
The desire to clarify these terms led the writer 'to
work with exceptional children at the State School in
Faribault, Minnesota, and enroll in the Masters Degree
program in Special Education with a particular emphasis on
Learning Disabilities at Cardinal Stritch College in
Milwaukee~ Wisconsin.
In its newness, the learning disabilities concept is
seen by some as a pathway for the solution of all problems,
and by others as a source of semantic confusion. 5
5Robert P. Anderson, Learnin~ Disabilities and Gui-
dance (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970), p. 1.
4
Statement of the Problem
What is meant by terms ffbrain damaged" and "learning
disability"? It was the intent of the writer to acquaint
the reader with history of the term. "learning disabilities"
and provide a review of the definitions of the term.
Summary
The philosophy of a society is reflected in its
educational system. The democratic system recognizes
individual differences and in the educational realm realizes
its responsibility to provide educational opportunities
for all. A relatively new term has surfaced on the horizon
of educating the exceptional child--the learning disabled
child. The child has always been with the school system
and the society; only the terminology is new. An explora-
tion into the research of the history and etiology of the
term "learning disability" will be the content of Chapter II.
CI-IAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RESEARCH
Historical Overview.
Doctor Samuel Orton, a psychiat.rist presented l1is
studies of a sixteen year old boy, n~i. P. It to tIle AlnericaIl
Neurological Association. Ii:is p"llrpOSe \"1as todocwnent the
fact tllat tllere are cllildreIl \"lho show no evidence of brail1.
defect or brain damage, but cannot recognize whole word
patterns, and becolne confusecl wi-tIl relation to 'tvorcl P';:ltt~(~:c:n.t:~
or 1.etter orientation. This l~eport on Hrti. P. tr lias presel1ted
in 1925, and Orton began clinical \'iorl<: on tl1.is pllenomenon,
along with Doctor Lauretta Bender and others in 1926. In
1927 or 1928 he coined the word ttstrephosynlbolia 1l Wllicl1
means twisted symbols. Some twenty years later the Orton
Society was formed in honor of Doctor Samuel Orton and
remains active in the field of "specific language disabilities
to this day.
During the early 1920's a number of universities
throughout the United States, developed clinic schools
dedicated to the study of children witll special problems
in learning (usually reading); these schools demonstrated
advanced or exemplary educational techniques. Out of these
5
6
schools, a program evolved mainly for childreIl witrl normal
intelligence, but .wit~ extreme educational disabilities.
The Institute of Logopedics, Inc.,· in Wichita,
Kansas, established in 1934 is an example of a special
purpose remedially oriented program which serves one area
of learning disabilities. Its services extend from mild
speech problems to the ~omplexities of severe aphasia.
The Cove Schools were organized in 1947 to provide
educational programming for "brain-injured" children,
following the philosophy of one of the pioneers i~ the
field, Dr. Alfred A. Strauss. Dr. Laura Lehtinen Rogan
was closely associated with Strauss in his .organization
of Cove Schools. 6
Learning disabilities as a comprehensive field of
study is generally considered to have begun in 1947 with
the appearance of the book by Alfred A. Strauss and Laura
Lehtinen, Psychopatholog~and Education of the Brain~Injured
Child.?
Only since 1963, has the term "specific learning
disabilityn generally replaced many of the terms that
utilize biological concepts such as brain injury, or such
special disabilities as aphasia, perceptual handicaps, and
Child (:~~a:to~~ar~::~~t ~~~c~~~~:~~~u~}i:~:r~xI~~1~E~ 187.
7Janet ''1. Lerner, Chi;Ldren \d~I: Learn,ing. Disabilities
(Boston: IIoughton Mifflin Company, 1971), p. 13.
7
dyslexia. A conference to explore the problems of the
perceptually handicapped was held by parents in Chi-cago
on April 6, 1963. Dr. Samuel A. Kirk addressed the meeting.
With some further preliminary reularl<.s, Kirk preserlted
to the parents for the first time the term It leaI~ning
disabilities". The following evening the group voted
to organize itself as the Association for Children-with
L · D- b·l·~· 8earn1ng 1sa 1 1~1es.
The Strauss SYndrome Definition
During the post World War II period, Strauss and
Lehtinen generated widespread ~nterest in the, problem of
specific learning disabilities by focusin~g 'atteIltion 011
brain-injurerl cllildren. S'crauss was a GerIllan pl1ysician
and neul"'ologist who migrated to the United States ill tIle
late 1930's. TI"le specialty whicll l1.e brought with llinl was
the education of children Wll0 sllowed abnormal development
and who were suspected of 11aving brain dalnage. In collabora-
tion with Hans Werner, a child psycholog~st, and Laura
Lehtinen, a teacher, he conducted research and organized
programs for cllildren tl'lOl.,lgrlt to have suffel~ed brain damage.
The publication in 1947 of Ppzchopatholozx and EcLucation ?f
the Brain-Injured Cllild describing tIle autllors' research,
theories, and educational nletllods stimulated national
interest in children with learning disabilities.
8Daniel Hallahan and ''lilliam Cruickshank, 1'8 cho-
e~!£.a~i;onal._F2.£!ldJl:tion,~of !hea:r.~!-n~ Disar.>i]~it~j~es Engle,,,oo(l




Strauss' main thesis was' that children with brain
injuries incurred before" during, or after birth al"'e subject
to major disorders in (1) perception, (2) thinking, and
(3) bel1.~vior, and that these disorders affect the child's
ability to learn to read, write, spell, or calculate using
arithmetic symbols. The diagnosis of brai~ i,njury was
reached primarily from the presence of behavioral manifesta-
tions or disorders, and was not based solely on traditional
neurological diagnosis. 9
Strauss and Lehtinen described specifically a
particular type of brain injured (exogel1.0us) child tllat 11as
since been labeled the ffStrauss Syndrome" child by Stevens
and Birch (1957).
The basic Strauss and Lehtinen definition was
rather broad. A brain-injured child is a child who before,
during, or after birth has received an injury to or suffered
an infection of the brain. As a result of such organic
in~airment, defects of the neuromotor system maybe present
or absent; however, such a child may show disturbances in
perception, thinking, and emotional behavior, either separately
or in combination. These disturbances can be demonstrated
by specific tests. These disturbances prevent or impede
a normal learning process. Special education methods have
been devised to remedy these specific handicaps.l0
9Kirk, Educatin~ Exceptional Children, p. 48.
lOIbid••
9
The authors refined this 'general definition and
arrived at the following seven criteria for classifying a
child as brain injured, the first four being behavioral
and the last three biological in nature: (1) perceptual
disorders--such children when viewing pictures, see parts
instead of wholes and mcll,e figure-ground distortions;
(2) perseveration--they continue at an activity once started
and have great difficulty in changing sets; (3) thinking
or conceptual disorde'rs--tl'ley organize materials and thougl1.ts
,
differently from most average individuals; (4)bel18vioral
disorders--they display such characteristics as hyper-
activity, as well as explosive, erratic, and uni~lib{ted
l>ehavior; (5) sligh-t neurological signs; (6) a llistory of
neurological ~npairment; and (7) no history of mental retar-
dation in the family.11
It does not matter what the nature of the defect or
injury is, whether infectious, traumatic, toxic or embryonic,
nor what its localization or extent, tile clinical conse-
quellces are the same, "since all brain lesions, lil1erever
localized, are followed by a similar kind of disordered be-
havior. n12 S
11
Lloyd M. Dunn, ed. !~~c~Etional Cll!.l.eJ.rene .i!l. ~ll(t
SCl1oo1s (New Yorl<: Ilolt, Rinellart and Winston, Inc., 1973),
p. 534. .
12A• A. Strauss and Laura Lehtinen, ~~X~~0E.?.~~?J;2.,gZ
~!!!1 Ed~y.a~:i;.t>.D: .?K .th.~. Bx:".~.~!l-,;r~2'.£9:.. .Chi~_~: Vol. (1, !~!.~l.~l~(~!.l­
tals and Treatment of the Brain-In~uredCh±ldNew York:
Grune and Stratton, 1957 , p. 20.
10
Strauss theorized that such brain injury was
exogenous raother tha~ endogenous, that i~, the inlpairillent
, ,
was due not. to an inherited pattern or tIle' genetic structure
of the brain, but to an injury tl1at occurred outside of tile
genetic structure. An example of an exogenous cause of brain
injury before birtll is an infection such as- German measles
contirac·ted by the mother early in pregnancy al1d affecting
the fetus. An example of an exogenous cause of injury
during birtll is any condition tllat \",ould ,seriously r~duce
tIle infant's supply of oxygen during the birtll process. An
example of exogenous brain injury after birtll is a fallon
the head or an excessively higll fever in infancy or early
childhood. The terminology put forth by Strauss and his
associates proved to be confusing.' The terlTIS exogenous and
brain injury began to be consistently linked by some authors. 13
Although strauss' concept of brain-damaged children
and the procedures in assessment that led to such a diagnosis
have been cllallenged, tile educatiional procedures for remedia-
tion of the behavioral symptoms, have not been seriously
questioned. Many subsequent developments in learning dis-
abilities were stimulated by Strauss and Lell.t'inen's wOl"k.
Among these developments are the percep-tual motor approaclles
; \
13Lerner, Children '-lith Learning Disabilities" p. 14.
.l
11
of (1) William' Cruickshank, (2) 't~ewell Kephart, (3) Raymond
Barsch, and (4) Gerald Getman. 14
The Min~al Brain Dysfunction Definition
Dur'ing the 1960' s minimal brain dysfunction became .. '
the broadened label to inclucle both tIle Strauss-type Cl1ild
and otl1.er children with perceptual and learlling problenls.
TIl-is shift in t.erIninology resulted largely from tIle efforts
of Clements who served as a project director for Pl13se I of
a three~phase project jointly sponsored by the United States
Department of lIealtl"l, Education and lvelfare and the National
Society for Crippled Children and Adults. IS
Terminology and the identification of children
with learning disabilities was the concern of Task Force One
of the National Project on ~linimal Brain Dysfunction in
Children. The deliberations of the committee composed of
nine physicians, two psychologist-educators, and an agency
executive, \fere published by ·tIle National Institute of
Neurological Diseases and Blindness. Thirty-seven different
.. terms had been found wll.icl1. designated tl'lis con(lition,. in-
cl'uding dyslexia, pel~ceptual .deficit, hyperkinetic bellavior
syndrome, organic brain damage, milliraal cerebral palsy and
learning disabilities. From this array Task Force One
sel~cted tIle term Jfmin~al brain dysfunction" and issued the
l
foi~owing statemen'c:
14Kirk, ~.d}lc~~il1g Exc:.~;e,:~i.ona;t Chi,l.dre.n" p. 48 •
15Dunn, E?,ce[)i:iiona.l Clli:l(ll"(~11 iII 'tIle Scl:()O_~f'?:' p. 536.
1. Brain dysfunction can manifest itself in varying
\ '
degrees of severity and can involve any or all of
the more specific areas, i.e., motor, sensory,
or intellectual. This dysfunctioning can compro-
mise the affected child in learning and behavior.
2•. The term minimal brain dysfunction will be re-
served for the child whose symptomatology appears
in one or more of the specific areas of brain
function, but in mild, or subclinical form,
without reducing overall intellectual func-
tioning to the subnormal ranges.
(N~te: The evaluation of the intellectual functioning of
the "ctllturally disadvantaged'" child, though perhaps
related~ represents an equally complex, but dif-
ferent .problem. )
Physicians tend to prefer a tenm such as minimal
brain dysfunction which points to the medical nature of
the proble~. Educators, on the other hand, tend to prefer
a term such as learning disability, educational handicap,
or perceptual disorder, which indicates that tIle problem is
educational in nature. Parents often decry terms which in-
elude such words as brain, neurological, cerebral, or even
handicap or dysfunction. TIley tend to prefer tIle most neu-
tral term possible such as "learning problem fl • 16
l6r.ester Tarnopol, ed., Learning Disorders in Chil-
dren (Boston,:' Little, Brown, and Company, 1971), p. 3.
13
The condition was defined in the Clements' report
as follows:
The term "minimal brain dysfunction synd11 ome" refers
to children with near average or above average intellect
with certain learning or behavioral disabilities ranging
.from mild to severe, which are associated with deviations
of function of the central nervous system. These devia-
·tions may manifest themselves by various combinations of
impairment in perception, conceptualization, language,
memory and control of atten-cion, iInpulse or motor func-
tion. The aberrations may arise from genetic variations,
biochemical irregularities, perinatal brain insults or
other illnesses or injuries sustained during the years
which are critical for the development and maturation 17
of the central nervous system, or from unknown causes.
Clements concluded that minimal brain dysfunction
was the best way to describe the child with near-average
intelligence and with certain learning or behavioral dis-
abilities associated with deviations or functions of the
central nervous ~ystem. This term differentiated the
minimally involved cllild from the child with major brain
disorders (cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism and other gross
disorders of me'ntation and bel'lavior) •... ,
This basic definition had muclA in common witIl. the
one of Strauss and Lehtinen. In one respect, it was more
restrictive in that only children of near average, average
or above average intelligence could be included in this
category, thus eliminating all those with low I.Q.'s.
Strauss and Lehtinen placed no such limitation in their
definition. In terms of the behavioral manifestations, it
17Lerner, Children with Learning Disabilities, p. 19.
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was broadened to include language and motor disorders.
Clements elab~rated on the characteristics of minimal brain
dysfunction (MBD) children, arriving at fifteen somewhat
overlappil1.g categories. Hypoactivity .and hyperactivity
were included. Also pupils with a variety of scholastic
disabilities ·in reading, arithmetic, spelling, writing and
oral language were included. It would be difficult to find
a child who did not possess some of the qualities listed by
Clements. Thus the "minimal brain ~ysfunctiol1.Tt label be-
came sOlnewl1at of a catcll-all. It was a pseudomedical term,
but in reality the symptoms were largely behavioral in
nature. Using Clements I broad definition, it is estimated
that at least 1.0 to 2.0 per cent and probabli many more,
school age children could be classified as having minimal
brain dysfunction.
IS
Considerable confusion has resulted from the use of
this term (brain-injured c}lild), since, from its first
....
application until the present, two problems have persisted:
(1) there is insufficient evidence that children exhibiting
the bel1.avioral pattern described do in fact liave damage to
the brain, and (2) many children l'lith l<nown and independently
verified brain damage '(i.e., non-behavioral neurolog~c or
anatomic evidence) do not exhibit the patterns of behavior
presumably characteristic of "b'·rain damage". At the risk
" o'f provol<:inga useless semantic storm, it must be nbted that
18Dunn, Exceptional Children in the Schools, p. 536.
15
attaching tl1.e adjective "mininlal" to ,the term "brain damage"
does not increase tl~e descriptive accuracy of the term or
add either to its scientific validity or its usefulness.
Regardless of ,any adjectives, the over-riding obligation
to 'demonstrate, in terms of replicable, val-id, and clearly
defined cri~eria, that the multiplicity or-aberrant be-
haviors' now a.ttributed to "minimal brain damage" are,
in fact"the result of damage to the brain, is a serious
one. 19
Tl1.e Central Processing Dysfunction Definition
Chalfant and Scheffelin (1969) expressed an aware-
ness of tIle need to formulate several definitions eacl1. of
which would have relevance and fw~ction for different
users. Their Tasl, Force III Report focused attention upon
the deviant 4ehaviors that arise from dysfunction of the
central processing mechanisnw. More specifically, the
term "central processing dysfunctiontt comprises disorders
in the analysis, storage, synthesis and symbolic use of
· f t- 201n orma 10n.
The Specific Learning Disabilities Definitions
The concept of learning disabilities has recently
evolved to encompass the heterogeneous group of children
19HcCdrthy and HcCarthy, Learning Disabilities (Bos-
ton: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1969), p. 3.
20Lerner, Children with Learning Disabilities, p. 20.
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not fitting neatly into the t~aditional categories of
handicapped children. Because of the heterogeneous nature
of this 'group of,children, the concept of specific learning
disabilities has been hard to define., Numerous difinitive
labels have been used, employing such terms as "minimal
brain dysfunction", or "central processing dysfunction",
or "perceptually handicapped" children. Specific dis-
abilities have been labeled Ifdyslexia" for severe reading
disabilities, or "aphasia" for children who are delayed in
learning to talk., Because the field of learning disabilities
is of interest to psychiatrists, neurophysiologists, psycho-
logists, speech-pathologists, and educators, the problem
has been viewed from these various perspectives. In general,
however, the definitions fall into two broad categories:
(a) those definitions involving functions of the central
nervous system as they relate to the learning disability,
and~(b) those definitions placing an emphasis on the
behavior or learning dis~rder ''Iithout specifio reference t-o
, , ( ) 21·central, nerydus system et,~ology cause.
Perhaps the one irrefutable characteristic attr'i-
bu-ee'd to children with' learning disabilities is tlleir \'1ide
vari~bilityof behavior. 22
21I\~\i:'k, Educatin~ Exceptional· Children, p. 42~·
22R.:i. Capobianco, "Diagnostic Methods Used~l'lith
Learning'Disability Cases,n Exceptional Children 31 (Decem-
ber 1964): 187. "..' s..
17
Educators were. reacting., against labels that conno-
tated a medical etiology. They realized the necessity for
developing terms and definitions that had greater educational
relevance. Examples included such te'rms as f1 educationally
handicapped", "language disorders" and "perceptually impaired".
Kirk in 1963 'cQined the term "learning dis-ability" three
years before Clements published his report using the te~
"minimal brain dysfunction". Kirk said:
• • • a learning disability refers to a retardation, dis-
order, or delayed development in one or more of the
processes of speech, language, reading, spelling, writing~
arithmetic, resulting in possible 'cerebral dysfunction
and/or emotional or behavioral' disturbance and not from
mental retardation, sensory deprivation or cultural or'
instructional factors. 23
Kirkls definition is nearly the educational equiva-
lent for Clements' "minimal brain dysfunctioningfJ definition.
Kirk believed that the concept of learning disability
referred to a child who did not fit into exceptional categories
but.. ratller the child who suffered front exceptionality \~ithin
himself. 24
Two years after Kirk's 1963 definition and before
Clements I report l~as published, Barbara Bateman,' a fo~me,r
student of Kirk, publislled a definition of learning dis-
orders which added a ,?ompletely new dimensi'on, namely tIle
23K:lrk and Becker, eds. Conference on Children ,·lith
", Minimal' Brain Impairment (Chicago: National Society for
Crippled Ch~ldren and Adults, 1963); p. 41.
~4Kirk, ~Edutating Exceptional Children, p. 237.
18
necessity for a difference to exist between capacity and
achievement. It stated:
• • ., children who have learning disorders are those
who manifest an educationally significant discrepancy
between their estimated intell~ctual potential and
actual level of perfo~ance related to basic disorders
in the learning process, which mayor may not be accom-
panied by demonstrable central nervous system dysfunc-
tion, and ,which are not secondary to generalized mental
retardation, educational or cultural de~rivation, severe
emotional disturbance, or sensory loss. 5
,While echoing the Strauss and Kirk contention that
a chi1d mayor may not have an accompanying central nervous
system dysfunction, and while adding little to restrict the
field to severe disorders, Bateman borrowed an important
dimension from the definitions of remedial education cases.
For example, Harris has updated his classic descriptive
definition of a reading disability as follows: Reading
disability applies to retarded readers whose reading is
significantly below expectancy for their age and intelli-
gence and is also disparate with their cultural, linguistic,
d d ~. 1 · 26an e uca~1ona exper1ence.
In 1967 several different definitions were proposed.
The ACLDCon;erence formulated the following:
A child with learning disabilit~es is one of adequat~
mental ability, sensory processes, emotional stability
25 -' .., ' Barbara Bateman, "An Educator's VJ.ew of a D~agnos-
tic' Approach to Learning Disorder.f?, n in J~rQme.· Ilellmuth,ed.,
Learning ,Disorders. Vol. 1 (Seattle: Special,' "Child' Publica~
tiona, 1965},p. 220.
26 '
, Dunn, ExceptiQnal Ch~ldren in the Schools, p. 539.
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who has a limited number of specific deficits in
perceptual, integrative, or' expressive processes ~lich
severely impair learning efficiency. This includes
children who have central nervous system dysfunction
which: is expressed primarily in impaired learning ef-
ficiency.27
In.the same year, the Advanced Institute of Northwestern
University stated the following:
A learning disabi1ity refers to one or more significant
deficits in essential learning processes requiring
special education techniques for its remediation. Chil-
dren \~ith learning disabilities generally delnonstrate a '
discrepancy between expected and actual achievement in
one or more areas such as spoken or written language,
reading, math or spatial orientation. The learning
disability referred to is not primarily the result of
sensory, motor, intellectual, or emotional handicap,
or lack of opportunity to learn. 28 ·
The National Advisory Committee on Handicapped'
Children issued the following definition in 1967:
Children with special learning disabilities exhibit a
disorder in one or more or the basic psychological
processes involved in underllstanding or in using spoken
or writteri language. These may be manifested in dis-
orders of listening, thinking, talking, reading, writing,
spelling or arithmetic. They include conditions which
have been re£erred to as perceptual handicaps, brain
injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, develop-
mental aphasia, etc. They do not include learning
problems which are due primarily to visual, hearing or
motor handicaps, to mental retardation, emotional distur-
bance or to environmental disadvantage. 29
27C • E. Kass, "Introduction to Learning Disabilities,"
in Larry Fass, ed.,Learning Disabilities (Springfield:
Charles C. Thomas, 1972), p. 7.
28Ibid., p. 8.
).
• 29Janet Lerner, Children with Learning Disabilities
(Boston: Houghton l\Iifflin Company, 1971), p. 9.
20
Task Force II, -the National Advisory Committee on
Handicapped Children, stated:
Children with learning disabilities are those: (1) who
have educationally significant discrepancies among
their sensory-motor, perceptual, cognitive, academic,
'or related developmental levels whicll inter,fere with
the performance of educational tasks; (2) who mayor may
not show demonstrable deviation in central nervous sys-
tem fU'nctioning; and (3) wllose disabilities are not
secondary to general mental retardation, sensory depri-
vation or serious emotional disturbance. These chil-
dren are those: (1) who manifest an educationally
significant discrepancy between estimated academic
potential and actual level of academic functioning as
related to dysfunctioning in the learning process; (2)
who mayor may not show demonstrable deviation ~n
central nervous system functioning; and (3) whose dis-
abilities are not second~ry to general mental retarda~
tion, cultural, sensory and/or educational deprivation
or environmentally produced seri'ouB emotional distur-
bance. Any educational classification of children must
always be ,secondary to, and for the purpose of, providing
maximally effective learning environments. 30
When the United States Office of Education became
involved in providing .financial support for the special
education of children with learning disorders, it was
obv~ous that a definition would be needed by that organiza-
tion. The' National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Chil-
dren (1968) of the United States Office of Education, headed
,by Kirk, in its first annual report, tendered one that was
later incorporated into the initial ~uthorizing legislation
used by that agency, entitled Public Law 91-320, The
Learning Disabilities Act of 1969. This definition stated:
jONorris G. Haring, ed., "Hinimal Brain Dysfunction
in Children," National Pro·ect.oQ.;, Lcarnin Disabilities in
Cl1.ildren (~'lasllington, D. C. : PIIS Publication - 2015 ll. s.
Departmel1t of IIea~tl"l, Education and Welfare, N.& SDCP }-Iono-
graph, 1969), p. 3.
21
Children with special (specific) learning disabilities
exhibit a disorder in.one o~ more of the basic psychologi-
cal processes involved in understanding or using spoken
or written language. These may be manifested in dis-
orders of listening, thinking, talking, reading, writing,
spelling or aritllmetic. They include conditions whicll
have been referred to as perceptual handicaps, brain-
.injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, develop-
mental aphasia, etc. They do not include learning
problems which are due primarily to visual, hearing or .
motor handicaps, to mental retardation, to emotional
disturbance or to environmental disadvantage. 31
This definition can be viewed as a refinement and
elaborati'on of I(irk's since it spelled out examples of the
conditions tG be included, such as dyslexia and develop-
mental aphasia, among others., The inherent problems in the
USOE definition center around the following six related
issues: (1) The definition is loose, with no quantitative
restriction on the degree of severity of the learning
disabilities ito qualify fo~ special education for SLD
children. (2) The Bate~an contribution from remedial
education of a differential between capacity and achieve-
nlen't is not included. (3) The term "specific" tends to
conflict with "one or more" in the definition. (4) The
miscellaneous collection·of children and conditions included
in the definition precluded a classical syndrome, or even
common characteristics, to make the 'group a cohesive whole.
(5) The type~of conditions included under the definition
are le~t open; only examples are given. (6) Children with
traditional handicapping conditions are cOInpletely excluded,
31Gearheart, Education of the Exceptional Child, p. 190.
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yet such pupils could also have one of the specific learning
disabilities; while the primary disability of certain chil-
dren may be emotional disturbance or mental retardation,
the definition just given does not recognize that these
pupils with traditional disability labels may also have a
major specif~c learning disability such as reading. It would
appear that the United States Office of Education definition
was dictated more from administrative than professional
considerations, keeping as it does the areas of exceptional-
itymutually exclusive so as to reduce conflict and competi-
tion. 32
Charles McDonald asked prom~nent educators to define
the term learning disabilities or learning disorders.
Cited are several of the comments. received.
Trippe said:
• • • tllis term refers' to kids, regardless of etiology,
who have either specific or general difficulties in
learning ,,,hat tl~ey are expected to learn and WflO fall
further and furt11er bellind. It is synonynlous' 'vitIl. fllarI,ed
underachievement. I don't see it as a population of
children or another discrete category of handicapped
children. Rather it is a new way of looking at children
who have difficulties in sellool. It is part of ascllool
.based classification systenl \-lllicli includes bellavior
disorders. It thus cuts ~cross traditional categories
of handicapped children and represents a departure from 33
the medical model to a more appropriate school based model.
32Dunn, Exceptional Children in the Schools, pp. 539-540.
33Trippe in Jerome Hellmuth, ed.~ Learnin~ Disorders,
Vol. 3 (Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publications,




Children with learning disorders are children, of any
intelligence level, who have problems in one or more
of ',the ·processes. involved in sensory perception, cognition,
and modes of performance leading to underachievement in
educational perfo~ance as related to personal aptitude. 34
Chalfant replied:
A learning disability is a discrepancy bet,~een achieve-
ment potential (developmental level based on the relation-
ship of an indiv.idual's intelligence to his chronological
age) and achievement level (attainment in a given area·
as measured by an achievement test).36
Smith defined a learning disabled child as:
••• any child enrolled in a~ublic school (including
special rooms) who is six months below his age norm on
a standardized reading test. 37
'Yhen questioned, 'Baer replied:
A child with' a learning disability is any child who
demonstrates a significant discrepancy in acquiring
tIle academic and soc~al s1ci115 in accordance witIl Ilia
assessed capacity to obtain these skills. In general,
these discrepancies are associated with specific disa-
bilities such as: gross motor, visual motor, aud~tory
'memory, auditory discrimination, visual memory, visual 38
discrimination and other language related disabilities.
34Kass in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p. 374.
35Chalfant in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p. 374.
36Cauley in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p. 375.
'37Smith in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p. 375.
38Baer in Hell~th, Learning bisorders, p. 375.
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A defini-Cion from tl'le Gate'vay School read as follows:
Learning disabilities are the presumptive product'of
disturbances in the normal time table of development.
Uneven levels of functioning, with perfonnance in some
areas within or above age level expectancy and in others
below, are characteristic of such disrupti~n.39
Rabinovitch said:
\ve use tll.e ternl "learning disorders ll to -include all Cllil-
dren whose academic learning is inadequate relative to
chronologie age regardless of the etiology. tearning
disability cannot be viewed as a distinct clinical
entit~/· in itself, but must b~ approaclled as a' synlptom
reflecting disorder in one or more of tIle many processes
involved in academic leal"'l'ling. Principal among tIlese
are general intelligence, specific capacities, develop-
mental readiness,emoti6nal freedom to learn, motiva-
tion and opportunity.40
Trubey stated:
Children l'/itll tlleartning disorders" are those l"llo--due
to brain damage, sensory deprivation, congenital anomaly,
mental retardation or psycho-emotional disorder--fail
to respond appropriately or in tl'le usual Wc3.y -to conUllon
environmental stimuli and reinforcers, or who possess
any disruption in the ability to form percepts and con-
cepts according to classical theory. The term should
not be applied to some mystic: static phenomenon but to
a dynamic behavioral pattern l'111oich is alterable by
either removing or circumventing the factors contributing
to the disruption of the normal learning process. 41
\fuen queried, Frierson said:
Learning disability migl1.t best designate a demonstrate.d
° inability to perform a specific task normally found
39Gatd''1ay School in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p.
375.
40Rab~novit;ch in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p. 375.
'4lTrubey in Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, p. 376.
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within the capability range of individuals of comparable
mental ability. The accept~nce of this usage wou~d en-
courage educators to describe se11001 learning disabilities
in precise, descriptive terms ratller tllan in specula-
tive terms. Research specialists, on the other hand,
would cont~riue to infer the existence of a learn~ng dis-
order based upon theoretical or experimental findings
.and lvould, in addition, demonstrate the empirical rela-
tionships \vhicll exist between known disorders and ob~
served disabilities.42
Jeanne ~Ic Cartl1Y called the learning disabled child
rlhard-to-reach". She continued, ft ••• the child has the
capacity to learn, but for one reason or another, one or
more of h~s channels forlearn~ng ~s blocked. u43
Kelly's definition was:
A learning disability is a lack of achievement in a
specific learning task that is within the range of
acl'lievement of individuals \-litll comparable nlental
ability. 44
Myklebust believed that children with .learning dis-
abilities have a major involvement. The major involvement
consists of a,. deficiency in learning despite adequate in-.
telligence, he~ring, vision, motor capacity, and emotional
adjustment·. These cllildren differ (especially frOnl tl1.e men-
tally retarded) in that normal capacity for learning exists,
and in that normal outcome ~s ant~c~pated.45
42Fr~erson ~n Hellmuth, Learning D~sorders, p. 378.
43Jeanne M. HcCarthy, nHOl'1 to Teach the Hard-to-
Reacll, tt Grade Teacher (1,lay/June 1967): 97.
44Leo Kelly, A Dictionar of Exce t~onal Children (Ne\"
Yorl,: It'ISS Educational Publislling Company, ·Il'lC., 197.1 , p.• ~16.
45Uelmer R. Hyklebust, Progress in LearninG Disab~l­
ties a Vol. I .(New York: Grune & Stratton, .1968), p. 2.
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~iyklebust collaborated ~ith Kass and elaborated on
his original statement:
Learning disabilities refers to one or more significant
deficits in essential learning processes requiring special
education tecl'lniques for reInediation. CI1.ildren lv-itll
-learning disabilities generally demonstrate a discrepancy
between expected and actual achievement in one or more
areas, such as spoken, read, or written ~anguage, mathe-
matics, artd spatial orientation. The learning disability
referred to is not primarily the 'result of sensory, nlotor,
intellectual, or emotional handicap, or lack ofoppor-
tunity to learn.46
A child is said to have a learning disability if his
school achievement is more than one year below his mental
age, and if he cannot get along or profit from attendance
in a regular ··public school class despite normal intellectual
potential (i.~., an absence of mental retardation) and a
lack of gross motor impainment. The child's learning dis-
ability migllt'result from anyone or several of tIle
follolfing : Immaturity or developmental lags, neurological
impairment, sev~re early deprivation, brain injury, geneti-
cally determined cerebral dysfunction, serious emotional
disturbance, minimal brain malfunction, or other reasons. 47
Haring and Ridgeway believed that:
The child l"ith a learning disability is characterizecl
by an educationally significant discrepancy between
his estimated potential for learning and his day to day
46Corrine Kass and Helmer Myklebust, "Learning Dis-
ability: An Educational Definition," Journal of Learning
Disabilitie~ 7 (July 1967):379.
47Elizc,lbeth r.Iunsterberg Koppitz, Children with
Learning Disabilities (New York: Grune & Stratton, 1971),
p. 1.
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level of functioning whicll,is related to basic disorders
in tIle learning process that Inay or Inay not be accopt-
panied by demonstrable central nervous system dysfunc-
tioning and which is not secondary to generalized mental
retardation, severe emotional disturbance, extreme
environmental or educational deprivation, blindness or
deafness. CI"lildren with normal intelligence, hearing,
-sight and emotional development may possess learning .
disabilities which conventional psychological evalua-
tions could fail to identify.48
The J ohnson-Myl(lebust approacl"l to learning dis-
abilities theoretically emphasizes neurological relation-
ships as, explanations; in practice it is a behavioral ap-
proach with an emphasis on'psychoeducational diagnosis of
specific disabilities followed by remediation of tIle dis-
abled behavioral responses. The emphasis is also on
auditory-vocal disabilities in school-age children. ~lykle-
bust prefers the term "psychoneurological, lea.rning dis-
abilities". Altl1.ougll Ilis assessment of children's problelns
is primarily at a behavioral level, he feels that disorders
of function are related to lack of integrity of the central
nervous system and that the term more adequately relates
the brain to behavior. He refers to psychoneurological
le~rning disability as the result of deficits in one of the
language development levels. 49
To validate the diagnosis of a psychoneurological
learning disa~ility, neurological evidence must be secured.
48Norris Haring and Robert Ridge,,,ay, ."Early Identifi-
cation of Children '\Titll Leal""ning Disabilities," in Rea(l:i..nl~
for the Psycholo" of the Exce tional Child, Marvin L. Den-
bury, ed. New York: MSS Information Corporation, 1974), pp.
5-6.
49Kirk, Educating ExceEtional Child~en, p~ 53.
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Such evidence has been procured in two ways:
from a neurological examination and from an electroencephal-
ographicstudy. These diagnostic studies 'are made indepen-
dent of the behavioral findings. 50
Friedus was influenced by Strauss and Lehtinen. As
a general, principle in teaching, she likens-the child to a
computer in which the child must (a) attend to and (b)
receive information through the senses, then (c) integrate
this info~ation with other,information, '(d) organize the
perceptual with the motor activities, and (e) produce an
adequate response. 51
A physician, R. S. Paine, described a learning
disability as being related to ff • • • subtle irregularities
of perception, gnosis, memory, thought, and praxis. • "
Each such child is affected in different proportions in
different areas of function, yet certain common themes and
com?inations are encountered again and again.52
Anderson emphasized that the learning disability
viewed clinically by the counselor or teacher, is the end
product of an interaction between a basic neurological ·
deficit and the child's conception of himself. The child's
style of life and self-concept is derived from his estimate
50Kirk.and Decker, eds. Conference on Children with
Minimal Brain Impairnlent, p. 31.
51Kirk, Educating Exceptional Children, p. 53.
52Anderson, The Child with Learnin~ Disabilities
and Guidance, p. 2.
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of his position as an individual who has a deficit in an
area or areas of function considered important by society.53
~urrently the most widely used definition is the one
explicitly stated in P.L. 91-230 enacted on April 18, 1970.
The 'acceptance accorded this HEW definition of learning
disabilit,y is indicated by the fact ,that forty-nine states
and the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities
(ACLD) are using the HE'" definition. This acceptance,
however, may not necessarily imply sanction by practitioners
of special education, i.e., directors, social workers,
psychologists, speech correctionists or special education
teachers. Because the criteria for securing federal
funding are based on the HE\v definition, statewide accep-
tance of the definition is predictable. The HEW definition
is as follows:
The term "children ltitll specific learning disabilities"
means thos~ c}lildren ,"IIIO llave a disorder in one or more
of tIle basic· psycllological processes involved in under'-
standing or in using language, spol<:en or \'1ritten, \vllich
disorder may manifest itself in imperfect ability to
listen, tllink, speak, read, write, spell or do matl~ematical
calculations. Such disorders include such conditions as
perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minim~l brain dys-
,fucntion, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. Such
terms do not include children who have learning problems
which are primarily the result of visual, hearing or
53Ibid••
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nlotor handicaps, of mental ,retardation ·of emotional
disturbance or of environmental disadvantage. 54 .
Swn.lnary
This chapter presented a revieli of a nwnber of defini-
tions of learning disabilities. A variety of descriptive
, characteristics evolved. Cllaracteristics ,vI1.ich are often
mentioned include disorders in one or more of the pro-
ceases of thinking, conceptualization, learning, memory,
speech, language, attention, perception, emotional behavior,
neuromuscular :or motor coordination, reading, writing,
arithnletic, discrepancies betweel1 intellectual acllievement
potential and achievement level, and developmental .disparity
in tIle psycllological processes relatec! to educatioll. All
of the definitions have a conunon core even tllOUgh tlleir
emp~asis on the central nervous system may be different.
The common areas of agreement among different authors are:
1 •.. TIle learning problem sl1.ould be specific and not a
correlate of SUCll otl"ler' pl"'i111ary Ilandicapping condi-
tions as general mental retardation, sensory handi-
caps, emotional disturbance, and enviroOIuental
disadvantage.
The children nlust 11ave discrepancies in their Olin
'growth (intraindividual differences) ,~ith abilities
as well as disabilities.
54 R. \'1. Vauglln al'ld L. IIodges, "A Statistical Survey
into a Definition of Learning Disabilities: A Search for




The deficits found in a child must be of a behavioral
nature suell as thinl{ing~ conceptualization, Dtelnory,
speech, language, perception, reading, writing, spelling,
arithmetic, and related abilities.
The primary focus of identification should be psycho-
educational. 55
55 'Kirk, Educating Exceptional Children, pp. 43-44.
CIIAPTER III
CONCLUSION
The learning disabled child has created a great deal
of discord. Leaders in the field, even in disagreement,
are speaking in softer voices, differences are narrowing,
heads and emotions are cooling. The child has acted as
a catalyst in bringing together such groups as parents,
educators, child psychiatrists, pediatricians, pediatric
neurologists, child psychologists, optometrists, language
pathologists, social workers, nurses, occupational thera-
pists, physical therapists and others--if not yet working
as well-oiled teams with a single goal, that of helping
the c)lildren, then at least willing to sit, think, talk,
· 56
and ...,work together. They seem to be mindful of the ex-
hortation of Pearl Duck: fl ••• the test, I say again and
again, of any civilization is the measure of consideration
and care which it gives to its weakest members. uS7
5
6
Sam Clements, "A New Look at Learning Disabilities,"
Lester Tarnopol, ed. Learning Disa~ilities Introduction to
Educational ancl ?·Iedical ~lanagenlent {Springfield: Charles
Thomas, 1969), p. 39.
57
l·:{ary Beth Frey, "ABC's For Parents,11 Larry· Fass,





The writer, after extensive research, was unable
to accept a definition. of learning disabilities. The
proposed definition of Lloyd Dunn has been submitted as
one having credibility. Its goals are to prevent large
numbers o·f pupils from being labeled as having specific
learning disabilities and to provide a more functional
.basis for this new field to mesh with remedial education and
the more traditional areas of special education. Obviously,
this proposed definition is far from operational in nature,
but it moves in that direction. It deals with some but
not all of the problems which the United States Office
of· Education definition has presented.
Children with major specific learning disabilities (~1SLDs)
are those 1.0 to 2.0 percent of the school population
(1) who display one primary severe or nloderately sever·e
discrepancy between capacity and perforll1ance in a specific
basic learning process involving perception, conception,
or expression associated with the areas of oral and writ-
ten language' or matllelnatics; (2) yet ,,,,hose ~ISLDs are
~either mental retardation nor any of the other traditional
handicapping conditions; (3) but who may 11ave one or more
additional, secondary traditional or specific learning
disabilities to a milder degree; (4) none of whom have,
MSLDs that can be adequately treated in the regular school
. program when only remedial education is provided as an
ancillary service; (5) not more than one half of whom
have MSLDs that can be adequately treated in the regular
scllool program even \vhen special education consultant-
helping teacher services are extensively provided; (6)
half or more of whom, tl1erefore, ,,,ill require more inten-
sive special education instruction under such amninistra-
tive plans as the resource room, the combined resource
room and special class, the special class, and the special
day and boarding school; and (7) yet any of whom may also
require other remedial and special education services to
deal with their seconda§y traditional or specifio
learning disabilities. 5
58
Lloyd ~{. Dunn, ed. Exceptional Children in the SCllools..,
p. 541.
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It will be immediately noted that this definition
(1) has built in a low prevalence figure to restrict the
field;. (2) has adopted the term "major specific learning
disability" (MSLD) to leave a place for associated secon-
dary traditional and specific learning disabilities; (3)
has not implied any neurological dysfunctions; (4) and
has specified that cases which can be handled by remedial
education should not be classified as MSLD. Thus, this
new proposed definition is designed to encompass primarily
children with severe learning disorders who were traditionally
asswned by physicians and psychologists to h~ve neurological'
dysfunctions. These medical or pseudomedical labels in-
eluded the following: (1) Strauss syndrome; (2) aphasia
(severe inability to understand receptive 'and/or to recall
nee~ed expressive oral language); (3) dysarthria (voice
control disability); (4) visual perceptual disability, in-
eluding visual agnosia (disorder of identification, organ-
ization, or interpretation of visual stimuli); (5) auditory
perceptual disability, including auditory agnosia (dis~
order ofiden~ificationor interpretation of auditory
stimuli); (6) dyslexia (severe reading disorder); (7) dys-
graphia (extreme handwriting problem); and (8) dyscalculia.
(disorder in quantitative thinking).
In the years ahead one of the most serious. challenges
confronting special and remedial education wi~l be to
establish a c~mpatible interface. The next decade
should see one of three possibilities developing: (1)
35
special educators could make additional inroads in taking
over cases usually served by remedial educators; (2) there
could be a rather well-defined wall established between
them; or (3) there could be a melding of these two related




The underachieving child, or child with learning
disabilities, is forcing special educators and others to
pay far closer attention to the learning characteristics
of children. As focus is placed on these le~rning variables,
the discovery is made that learning disabilities do cut
across all of the existing med~cally oriented categories.
In fact, there are times when these children make the
existing categories look absurd and one wonders what edu-
cational relevance they have. It is easy to see their
H •
1\
medical, legal, political and professional relevance, but
it certainly is sometimes difficult to see their educa-
tional releva~ce; that is, their relevance for the partic-
ular learning disabilities experienced by children. Excep-
tional children are basically like other children. Itmust
59Ibid., p. 542.
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always be remembered that the .. education of exceptional
children has basic concepts and goals in common with the
education of all children. 60
The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveller, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To \t/here it bent in the undergro,~tll,
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And 11aving perhaps tIle better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that passing there
Had worn tlleUl really about the same,
And.both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black,
Oh, I kept t~e first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence,
Two roads diverged in a '·lood, and I--
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.
61
Robert Frost
The child witll a learning disability, however
specifically or generally defined, has taken the path
chose~ by fewer travelers. It is the responsibility of
60 Char,les IvlcDonald, "Problems Concerning the Classi-
fication and Education of Children \iith Learning Disabilities, tt
in Jerome I-Iell,muth, ed., Learning Disorders, p. 383.
61 ~
Robert Frost, uTIle Road Not Tal,ell" in Selected




the educator to walk beside him and hopefully bring him to





The following infonmation may prove helpful to
tIle reader.
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